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ABSTRACT
There had been 3 inter-Korean summit this year and all 3 declarations addressed inter-Korean economic
cooperation. But still there are many skeptical thoughts on this, such as “it’s just a giveaway”, or “it’s
against the UN sanctions on North-Korea.” This research is to refute these skeptical thoughts and prove
the necessity of Inter-Korean economic cooperation at this period by suggesting the economic benefits
and non-economic benefits with objective evidences.
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relationships. It may sound abstract, but when we
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we can build mutual trust without breaking the

This is applicable toward not only socio-economic

international regulations.
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don't know why should we do such efforts in spite

inter-Korean economic cooperation would be a

of sanctions against north korea.', I want you to

help of Korean Peninsula's Peace. We need to

remember the proposition I mentioned before : It

take

is an investment for the Korean Peninsula's future.
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with sanctions against north korea as an excuse.
Therefore, the best thing we can do now is to
start discussion about economic cooperation and
propel it gradually.
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